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INTRODUCTION:
What’s your timeframe?



BTC: 2012-Present (Weekly)



BTCUSD: Nov. 2017 - Present (Daily)



What kind of Crypto Trader are you?    Custodial vs. non-custodial trading:

Custodial Non-Custodial

Bag Builders / coin devotees/ bitcoin maximalist Coin agnostic; goal is more USD

Offline storage & security OK with exchange wallets

Software wallets: Exodus Most exchanges are web-based

 Fundamentals/ tech matters Technical analysis matters

Parabolic Trav (@parabolictrav) Peter Brandt
(@peterLbrandt)

No need for fiat on-ramp Needs accessible fiat exit







KYC/ AML

KYC: KYC stands for “Know Your Customer.” It is a process of obtaining relevant 
identifying information about the customers of a service. The main purpose of this to 
ensure there are no anonymous traders in the platforms. Now, all the recent platforms are 
come with the KYC as a mandatory due to strict regulations.

AML: Anti-money laundering is the policy used for regulating the bitcoin exchange users 
account to ensure that there is no illegal transactions are happening. It is the standard 
method strictly attributed to every exchange at the moment. According to the data, over 
90%  crypto exchanges have implemented this regulation in their platform. This leads to 
the two terms should be important to consider if you own an exchange.

Source: https://sellbitbuy.net/blog/posts/-KYC-and-AML-regulations-in-Crypto-Exchange



Charting Crypto
with

 TradingView



ETHUSD: 1 Week, Coinbase



XRPUSD







Exchanges



How to get started. Entering & Exit Markets

1. Barrier to entry: Do you have cryptocurrency 
already? Not all exchanges have fiat on-ramp (“It 
takes crypto to make crypto”)

2. Proprietary exchange coins: Binance Coin (BTB); 
KuCoin (KCS);

3. Stablecoins: Tether (USDT); Gemini Coin (TBD)



Binance (Binance coin): #1 in volume (April 2018)



Gemini

<notes here>







Poloniex.com



Bitmex



Bittrex.com



KuCoin (Kucoin):



STABLECOINS





Stablecoins are unlike conventional cryptocurrencies because they do not have a limited supply or fixed 
schedule. Instead, they are disbursed based on market conditions and economics. They are also backed by 
collateral to safeguard investors from a crash in the markets. For example, Tether claims to have as many 
dollars in an unspecified bank account as there are Tether coins in circulation. This approach helps it to trade at 
parity with fiat currencies. The absence of volatility in prices also means that stablecoins can also be used to 
purchase items or exchanged with fiat currencies or other cryptocurrencies. The latter use is already popular at 
exchanges like Bitfinex, where Tether functions as the cryptocurrency exchange’s token for beginner investors. 
The first step to purchasing cryptocurrencies at the exchange is buying Tether, which trades at parity with US 
dollar. Subsequently, the coin can be used to buy other cryptos. There are those who believe that stablecoins 
might also fulfill the original promise of cryptocurrencies by becoming a medium of daily transaction and unit of 
account.

Read more: Why Are Stablecoins Becoming Popular? | Investopedia 
https://www.investopedia.com/news/why-are-stablecoins-becoming-popular/#ixzz5U42MbNEG 
Follow us: Investopedia on Facebook

https://www.investopedia.com/news/why-are-stablecoins-becoming-popular/#ixzz5U42MbNEG
https://www.investopedia.com/news/why-are-stablecoins-becoming-popular/#ixzz5U42MbNEG
https://ec.tynt.com/b/rf?id=arwjQmCEqr4l6Cadbi-bnq&u=Investopedia


 EXODUS
 Example of a software wallet



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CpHEL4Um_e8
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